A Sensitive Pulse Scheme for Measuring the Backbone Dihedral Angle psi Based on Cross-correlation Between (13)C (alpha)- (1)Halpha Dipolar and Carbonyl Chemical Shift Anisotropy Relaxation Interactions.
A pulse scheme for measuring cross-correlation between 13Calpha-1Halpha dipolar and carbonyl chemical shift anisotropy relaxation mechanisms is presented from which the protein backbone dihedral angle psi is measured. The method offers significant sensitivity gains relative to our recently published scheme for measuring psi based on this cross-correlation effect [Yang et al. (1997) J. Am. Chem. Soc., 119, 11938-11940]. The utility of the method is demonstrated with an application to a 42 kDa complex of 15N,13C-labeled maltose binding protein and beta-cyclodextrin.